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Lucy ha a fumane ngwanabo Thabi. Empa 

hohle moo a shebang teng ho na le kubu e 

belaetsang. Na kubu e tseba moo Thabi a 

leng teng? Ke kubu!”
“Ha se Thabi eno!



Buka ena ke ya

Ke kubu!”

“Ha se Thabi eno! 
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Ke kubu!”

“Ha se Thabi eno!
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Lucy a tsoha. Ausi wa hae, Thabi, 
o ne a se betheng ya hae.



“Thabi o ka 
kitjhineng, o ja  
dijo tsa hoseng.”

“Thabi o kae?” Lucy a botsa Mme.



“Ke kubu!”“Ha se Thabi eno!”



Lucy a mmatla hohle ka tlung.



“Thabi o kae?” Lucy 
a botsa Ntate.

“Thabi o ka 
letangwaneng la  
ho sesa.”



“Ke kubu!”

“Ha se Thabi eno!” 



Lucy a dula a 
mmatla le tshimong.



“Thabi o kae?”  
Lucy a botsa
moahisane.

“Thabi o a bapala 
phakeng.”



Ke kubu!”

“Ha se Thabi eno! 



Yaba Lucy o 
utlwa modumo o 
makatsang.
A tsikinyetsa kubu 
haholo.



“Thabi ke enwa!”



“Ke a leboha,” ha rialo Thabi.  
“Ho bodutu ka hara kubu ka mona.”
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